Note to Participants
for Week Seventeen
Reading Assignment
for Week Seventeen
Compassion, pages 87-137;
Cloud of Witnesses,
“Howard Thurman,” pages
202-206; and “Note to
Participants for Week
Seventeen”
Spiritual Practice – Spend
time in a natural setting
Before beginning your reading, reflect on this Scripture
from Psalm 145:14 and 16.
“The Lord upholds all who
are falling, and raises up all
who are bowed down. You
open your hand, satisfying
the desire of every living
thing.”
Focus Question for
Your Reading:
On page 114, the authors
write, “If prayer leads us into
a deeper unity with the compassionate Christ, it will always give rise to concrete
acts of service. And if concrete acts of service do indeed lead us to a deeper solidarity with the poor, the hungry, the sick, the dying, and
the oppressed, they will always give rise to prayer.”
What implications does this
statement have for any efforts
that you might make in social
ministry?

One Step at a Time
The reading material in this past
week’s session and
throughout many of
the sessions of JustFaith describes
options that seem, in
some cases, just
overwhelming. Week
after week, we read
of inspirational people doing courageous
things, making remarkable choices,
opening themselves to
God’s Word with abandon. There is certainly
a temptation for those
who feel a bit ordinary
to think to ourselves, “I
can’t do that.” Yes, we
want to be faithful to
God but we are just not
able to do anything
particularly heroic.
It might be correct to
suggest that none of us
really does anything
heroic. We just do what
we can. And the Good
News is that this is the
way of holiness: one
step at a time as we
are able; opening our
eyes, as we are able;
responding to what we
see, as we are able. The
path to holiness is just
that—a path; it has to

be traveled a step at a
time. And one step
follows the other.
Journeys are not about
repeating the same
step; rather, the second
step can only happen
after the first. The task
before us is not to
duplicate today the
most remarkable
choices of Mother
Teresa or Dorothy Day.
The task before us is to
open ourselves to God,
and take note of what
each of us can and
must do next.
The current topic of
materialism and
voluntary simplicity is
a topic that must be
addressed by Christian
people authentically
engaged in living a
faithful life. Interestingly, our capacity to

respond to the
poor is connected to our
capacity to be
happy with a
few and simple
things. Our
capacity to be
about the work
of justice is
linked with our
ability to share
and not be preoccupied
with accumulation. So,
the spiritual journey
engages us in a process
of reducing our
possessions or, more
importantly, our
possessiveness. One
step at a time, as we
are able.
So, a first step in this
journey of subtraction
might be to clear out
the closets of clothes
that have not been
worn during the last
year, and pass them
along. After that is
done, with some effort
and little pain, a next
step might be to evaluate purchasing habits
and discern what is
Continued on page 2
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Seven Reasons for Choosing a Simpler Lifestyle
1. As an act of intentional living performed
for the sake of personal integrity and as an
expression of a commitment to a more equitable distribution of the world’s resources.
2. As an act of creation care for ourselves
and especially for our children and grandchildren against the earth-destroying results of
over-consumption such as pollution, climate
change, and resource wars.
3. As an act of solidarity with the majority of
humankind, which has little choice about
material affluence.
4. As an act of celebration of the riches
found in God’s creation, and the riches of
community with others, rather than in the
“poverty” of mindless materialism.

5. As an act of spiritual discipline ordering
our lives to reflect the values of simplicity and
just living taught by Jesus and wisdom
teachers in other world religions.
6. As an act of advocacy for changes in our
patterns of production and consumption.
7. As an act of provocation (ostentatious
under consumption) to arouse curiosity leading
to dialogue with others about affluence and
sustainable “green” living to redirect the
production of consumer goods away from the
satisfaction of artificially created wants toward
the supplying of goods and services that meet
genuine social needs.
(Based on an article by Jorgen Lissner)

The Art of Simple Living
The practice of voluntary simplicity is advocated in the teachings of Jesus, the
early Christian Church, St. Paul, St. Francis, and many others. It also has it roots
in the teachings of other world religions, the teachings of Gandhi, and the writings
of Thoreau. The American Friends Service Committee (The Quakers) define simple
living as a “non-consumerist lifestyle based on being and becoming, not having.”

Continued from page 1

frivolous and unsatisfying, and
stop wasting time and money
doing what does not satisfy.
That done, with some effort and
a little pain, a next step might
be to consider eating/ grocery
shopping habits and take note of
what is unhealthy for you or the
land it was made from;
substitute with mindful shopping and a healthful diet. That
done, with some effort and some

pain, a next step might be _______
(you fill in the blank).

space for loving your neighbor.
You aren’t preoccupied with
“Buying things you don’t need in
order to impress people you don’t
even know.” And people around
you will think that you are heroic.
You will know better. All that is
needed is to pray for grace and
take the next step.

And, it is true, the journey continues
and gets easier and more interesting.
Some desires replace others. And
then, one day you wake up and realize you desire as few distractions in
your life as possible, that you have no
need for anything but a simple house,
a garden, a pair of shoes and a good
Blessings on your journey!
book (well, maybe a bit more than
that might be appropriate.) You are
content, even happy, with very little.
You’re different. You have time and

Week 16 Participant Handout A
Voluntary Simplicity Assessment
Live simply, so others may simply live.

Category 1: Relationships/Self Care
____

I am careful to take time for myself.

____

I regularly have time in my life to be contemplative and pray.

____

I do things every week that help me to grow spiritually.

____

I limit my TV watching, Internet surfing, and Facebook time to four or less hours each week.

____

I put a high priority on spending time with family and loved ones.

____

I have time to be with friends and maintain strong relationships with them.

____

I try to limit the time I spend taking care of “stuff” (house, yard, auto, etc.).

____

I regularly do healthy activities with friends (hiking, bird watching, exercising, sports).

____

I am happy with what I have and do not look to add more things to my life.

____

I have time in my life to regularly volunteer to make the world a better place.

____

I have time to do some type of work for justice every week.

____

I know my neighbors and talk with them frequently.

____

I have time in my life to connect with the poor in my community.

____

I have time in my life to work with others to make the world a better place for everyone.

____

Add your own: ___________________________________________________________
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Category 2: General Purchases/Shopping
___

Before I buy anything, I ask myself:
1. Do I really need it? If not, can I justify its purchase?
2. Is it worth the time and money to dust, store, clean and otherwise maintain?
3. How many hours will I have to work to pay for it?
4. Could I borrow it from a friend, neighbor or family member?
5. Is there anything I already own I could possibly use instead?
6. Are the resources that went into making it renewable?
7. Is the product socially and environmentally friendly (not made with child labor or
from nonrenewable resources)?
8. Can I recycle it when I’m through with it so it will not clog a landfill?

____

I borrow or rent items that I need to use infrequently (for example, power tools).

____

When possible, I buy products with the least amount of packaging or from a company that uses
recycled materials in its packaging.

____

I get books from the library or exchange with friends.

____

I shop as little as I can.

____

I seldom buy new things for my home.

____

I am an informed shopper, for example I avoid buying sweatshop clothes.
(www.responsibleshopper.com)

____

I try to shop only at stores with good environmental policies. (www.responsibleshopper.org)

____

When I shop, I regularly go to consignment shops or resale stores.

____

I only buy clothing and shoes that I really need.

____

I follow the motto “Reduce, recycle, reuse” in making all purchasing decisions.

____

Add your own: ___________________________________________________________
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Category 3: Kitchen/Food
____

I purchase locally-grown foods (from my local grocer, a local farmer, or a community supported
agriculture farm) as much as possible to decrease transportation “costs” on the environment.

____

I grow some of my own food.

____

I buy as many items as possible in bulk to decrease packaging and trips to the store.

____

I do not buy out of season food (for example, strawberries in December).

____

I can or freeze food that is in season to eat in later months.

____

I plan meals for a week and make limited trips to the grocery store.

____

I prepare most of my own food and eat out seldom.

____

I limit my intake of meat because I understand the environmental impact that meat production
has on the world food supplies of grain and on the ecosystems where animals are raised in
factory farms.

____

I use my own reusable bags at the grocery store (and at other stores).

____

I use reusable containers with lids to avoid using plastic wrap and foil.

____

Add your own: ___________________________________________________________

Category 4: Reduce
____

I use a water purifier/filter and reusable drinking container and avoid buying bottled water.

____

I use drink mixes or drink water and avoid buying soda in aluminum cans.

_____ I regularly use cloth linens instead of paper napkins.
____

I use cloth towels and rags instead of paper towels.

____

I dress warmly in my house in the cooler months and set my thermostat at 65 degrees or less.
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____

I turn the heat down to 60 degrees at night and when I am out of the house for long periods of
time.

____

I dress lightly in the summer months and set my home thermostat at 78 degrees or higher.

____

I am deliberate about turning off lights, the computer and other electrical items that I am not
using.

____

I have installed a low-flow shower head in all bathrooms.

____

I have insulated my water heater and set it no higher than 120° or I use a tankless water heater.

____

My walls and ceilings are well insulated.

____

My yard has more than the average amount of low maintenance areas that need less care and
less water.

____

I live in high-density housing (apartment, condominium, duplex, etc.)

____

I use simple cleaning products (vinegar, baking soda, dish liquid, etc.) and environmentally
friendly products.

____

I cancel catalogues and use the Internet to find products instead.

____

I cancel junk mail solicitations.

____

I participate in an alternative Christmas that doesn’t involve a gift exchange.

____

I participate in a fair-trade Christmas gift exchange.

____

I have had an energy audit done on my home.

____

I only wash full loads of clothes and always use cold water.

____

I air dry at least some of my clothes.

____

I try not to buy clothes that will need dry cleaning.

____

I live in the smallest house possible and regularly use all the rooms in my house.

____

I follow the half rule – use half as much product as recommended (shampoo, hair spray,
toothpaste, laundry detergent, dishwasher detergent, etc.)
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____

I belong to a simple living group.

____

I do not buy disposable kitchenware (plates, cups, knives, forks, etc.)

____

I pay for online subscriptions rather than home delivery of newspapers or magazines.

____

I use environmentally friendly methods or products in lawn care.

____

I use a push mower instead of a power mower.

____

I use compact fluorescent or LED light bulbs.

____

I try to generate only one medium bag of trash per week per household member.

____

Add your own: ___________________________________________________________

Category 5: Reuse
____

I cut up old Christmas cards to use as package tags the next year.

____

I use cereal bags for freezer bags.

____

I use glass jars to organize small items.

____

I cut up discarded office paper for notepaper and scrap paper.

____

I wash and reuse plastic ware (plates, silverware, cups and produce containers).

____

I repair items instead of replace them even if it is more costly.

____

I converted my diesel car engine to reuse vegetable oil as biodiesel fuel.

____

I compost kitchen scraps.

____

I compost yard debris.

____

I take my inkjet printer cartridges to be refilled rather than buy new ones.

____

Add your own: ___________________________________________________________
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Category 6: Recycle
____

I regularly recycle the following items (Go to earth911.org for recycling centers in your area):

____

Household batteries

____

Newspapers

____

Office paper

____

Cardboard of all sorts

____

Brown paper bags

____

Magazines

____

Fluorescent lights

____

Shipping materials (bubble wrap and packing peanuts)

____

Aluminum cans

____

Plastic

____

Medicine and vitamin bottles

____

Glass

____

Plastic grocery and other store bags

____

Used clothing

____

Motor oil, filters, antifreeze, car batteries, and tires

____

Used computer components, printers, cell phones and televisions

____

Phone books

____

Used household items

____

Used movie videos, CDs, books

____

I share magazine subscriptions, read them online or get them from the library.

____

Add your own: ___________________________________________________________
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Category 7: Transportation
____

Most of my driving is in a vehicle that has a high gas mileage rating (35 MPG or above).

____

When I drive, I do not accelerate rapidly unless needed to do so for safety reasons.

____

I drive at the posted speed limit or below in order to conserve gas.

____

I consolidate errands and drive my car as infrequently as possible (for example, plan ahead and
only go to the grocery store once each week).

____

I car pool when I attend meetings, church or other gatherings.

____

I use mass transit, carpool, bike, or walk whenever I can.

____

I turn the car engine off if I must wait for more than 30 seconds.

____

I live close to where I work.

____

I take public transportation to work or car pool.

____

I purchase carbon offsets for fossil fuel emissions generated by travel and other energy usage.

____

I keep my car tuned and tires inflated.

____

Instead of owning a second car, I rent another vehicle when I need it.

____

I keep my automobile until it is no longer repairable (12-15 years) before I buy another one.

____

I only buy used cars.

____

Add your own: ___________________________________________________________
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Simplicity Continuum
Few Practices
1

Many Practices
2

3

4

5

6

7

________________________________________________________________________________
Relationships/Self Care
________________________________________________________________________________
General Purchases/Shopping
________________________________________________________________________________
Kitchen/Food
________________________________________________________________________________
Reduce
________________________________________________________________________________
Reuse
________________________________________________________________________________
Recycle
________________________________________________________________________________
Transportation

List three new practices that you would like to implement over the next few months.
1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________
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Note to Participants
for Week Seventeen
Reading Assignment
for Week Seventeen
Compassion, pages 87-137;
Cloud of Witnesses,
“Howard Thurman,” pages
202-206; and “Note to
Participants for Week
Seventeen”
Spiritual Practice – Spend
time in a natural setting
Before beginning your reading, reflect on this Scripture
from Psalm 145:14 and 16.
“The Lord upholds all who
are falling, and raises up all
who are bowed down. You
open your hand, satisfying
the desire of every living
thing.”
Focus Question for
Your Reading:
On page 114, the authors
write, “If prayer leads us into
a deeper unity with the compassionate Christ, it will always give rise to concrete
acts of service. And if concrete acts of service do indeed lead us to a deeper solidarity with the poor, the hungry, the sick, the dying, and
the oppressed, they will always give rise to prayer.”
What implications does this
statement have for any efforts
that you might make in social
ministry?

One Step at a Time
The reading material in this past
week’s session and
throughout many of
the sessions of JustFaith describes
options that seem, in
some cases, just
overwhelming. Week
after week, we read
of inspirational people doing courageous
things, making remarkable choices,
opening themselves to
God’s Word with abandon. There is certainly
a temptation for those
who feel a bit ordinary
to think to ourselves, “I
can’t do that.” Yes, we
want to be faithful to
God but we are just not
able to do anything
particularly heroic.
It might be correct to
suggest that none of us
really does anything
heroic. We just do what
we can. And the Good
News is that this is the
way of holiness: one
step at a time as we
are able; opening our
eyes, as we are able;
responding to what we
see, as we are able. The
path to holiness is just
that—a path; it has to

be traveled a step at a
time. And one step
follows the other.
Journeys are not about
repeating the same
step; rather, the second
step can only happen
after the first. The task
before us is not to
duplicate today the
most remarkable
choices of Mother
Teresa or Dorothy Day.
The task before us is to
open ourselves to God,
and take note of what
each of us can and
must do next.
The current topic of
materialism and
voluntary simplicity is
a topic that must be
addressed by Christian
people authentically
engaged in living a
faithful life. Interestingly, our capacity to

respond to the
poor is connected to our
capacity to be
happy with a
few and simple
things. Our
capacity to be
about the work
of justice is
linked with our
ability to share
and not be preoccupied
with accumulation. So,
the spiritual journey
engages us in a process
of reducing our
possessions or, more
importantly, our
possessiveness. One
step at a time, as we
are able.
So, a first step in this
journey of subtraction
might be to clear out
the closets of clothes
that have not been
worn during the last
year, and pass them
along. After that is
done, with some effort
and little pain, a next
step might be to evaluate purchasing habits
and discern what is
Continued on page 2
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Seven Reasons for Choosing a Simpler Lifestyle
1. As an act of intentional living performed
for the sake of personal integrity and as an
expression of a commitment to a more equitable distribution of the world’s resources.
2. As an act of creation care for ourselves
and especially for our children and grandchildren against the earth-destroying results of
over-consumption such as pollution, climate
change, and resource wars.
3. As an act of solidarity with the majority of
humankind, which has little choice about
material affluence.
4. As an act of celebration of the riches
found in God’s creation, and the riches of
community with others, rather than in the
“poverty” of mindless materialism.

5. As an act of spiritual discipline ordering
our lives to reflect the values of simplicity and
just living taught by Jesus and wisdom
teachers in other world religions.
6. As an act of advocacy for changes in our
patterns of production and consumption.
7. As an act of provocation (ostentatious
under consumption) to arouse curiosity leading
to dialogue with others about affluence and
sustainable “green” living to redirect the
production of consumer goods away from the
satisfaction of artificially created wants toward
the supplying of goods and services that meet
genuine social needs.
(Based on an article by Jorgen Lissner)

The Art of Simple Living
The practice of voluntary simplicity is advocated in the teachings of Jesus, the
early Christian Church, St. Paul, St. Francis, and many others. It also has it roots
in the teachings of other world religions, the teachings of Gandhi, and the writings
of Thoreau. The American Friends Service Committee (The Quakers) define simple
living as a “non-consumerist lifestyle based on being and becoming, not having.”

Continued from page 1

frivolous and unsatisfying, and
stop wasting time and money
doing what does not satisfy.
That done, with some effort and
a little pain, a next step might
be to consider eating/ grocery
shopping habits and take note of
what is unhealthy for you or the
land it was made from;
substitute with mindful shopping and a healthful diet. That
done, with some effort and some

pain, a next step might be _______
(you fill in the blank).

space for loving your neighbor.
You aren’t preoccupied with
“Buying things you don’t need in
order to impress people you don’t
even know.” And people around
you will think that you are heroic.
You will know better. All that is
needed is to pray for grace and
take the next step.

And, it is true, the journey continues
and gets easier and more interesting.
Some desires replace others. And
then, one day you wake up and realize you desire as few distractions in
your life as possible, that you have no
need for anything but a simple house,
a garden, a pair of shoes and a good
Blessings on your journey!
book (well, maybe a bit more than
that might be appropriate.) You are
content, even happy, with very little.
You’re different. You have time and

Note to Participants Week
Nineteen
Reading Assignment for
Week Nineteen

Half the Sky, pages 93130, 167-183; Cloud of
Witnesses, “Dom Helder
Camara,” pages 207-215;
and “Note to Participants
for Week Nineteen”
Before beginning your
reading, meditate briefly
on the word of God
from the Prophet Isaiah:
“Sing for joy all, O heavens, and exult, all earth;
break forth, O mountains
into singing! For the Lord
has comforted his people, and will have compassion on his suffering
ones. (Isaiah 49:13)
Focus Question for
Your Reading

As you read this week
about women’s maternal
health and the impact that
education can have on a
community, how does this
resonate with your own or
your family’s experience?
Do you know stories of
women in your family
whose lives were transformed, either through
maternal healthcare or
through education?

Transcending Boundaries
Perhaps one of the
most challenging
ideas that will be encountered during the
next five to seven
weeks will be the implication of the United
States and other powerful countries in the
economic, political
and environmental
crises of many poor
countries. Indeed,
throughout history
richer countries, even
our own, have taken
advantage of smaller,
less powerful countries. The historical
record states clearly
that governments,
like people, are not
perfect, not always
good, and sometimes
even very wrong.
But governments seldom admit wrongdoing until long after
the fact. And while
the historical record
documents this fact
unambiguously, it is
still difficult for many
of us to define citizenship in a way that allows for scrutiny, critique and even a kind
of holy skepticism

We are all tempted to
ask other competing
questions (which ultimately do have to be
recognized and navigated) like “What does
it mean to be faithful to
my family, my country,
my neighbors, my
political opinions, etc.?”

toward government that
recognizes the dangers of
power. To question authority—even when it is
clearly appropriate—
potentially puts us at
odds with our neighbors,
our church members,
even our family; there
can be much risk in it.
You will find this poignantly articulated in the
testimony from Dom
Helder Camara in Cloud
of Witnesses.
So, as the discussion of
the global economy or
first world/third world
relationships are discussed, the questions
that must always be
asked first are, “What
does it mean to be faithful to Christ?” and “How
do I love my neighbors?”

Nevertheless, in the
conversations on the
tricky subject of allegiance, you are encouraged to focus on the
question of ultimate
authority—Who/What
is the God of our lives?
Who/What gets first
and primary consideration in my choice of loyalties? Who/What are
we ultimately responsible to? And who is my
neighbor and what does
that ask of me?
The implication is that
there is a more pressing claim on Christians
than our allegiance to a
particular flag or any
other symbol of our division as God’s people.
What we are called to is
not a love of some and a
disdain for others
Continued on page 2
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JustFaith Graduates Focus on Fair Trade
When the ten members of the
St. Charles Borromeo
(Livermore, CA) 2009-10 JustFaith program began the
process of discerning where to
focus their social justice efforts,
fair trade quickly rose to the top
of their list. Their goal was to
hold a fair trade sale at some
point in the upcoming 12
months. The opportunity to
achieve that goal appeared
sooner than expected, when they
agreed to participate in the
parish’s annual festival in
September 2010.

organization that seeks to
eradicate poverty by providing
opportunity and support to
artisans and farmers.
The event reached beyond the
parish to the greater Livermore community as a result of
advance publicity. A lengthy
article in the local newspaper
about the festival focused
primarily on the fair trade
market and the JustFaith program. Throughout the two-day
sale, JustFaith graduates not
only handled sales, but also
fielded numerous questions

from customers about fair
trade and JustFaith.
While the average amount
spent per customer in most
Work of Human Hands sales is
about $15, the St. Charles
sales averaged $32 per customer. The event was such a
resounding success that the
JustFaith group plans another
sale in December so parishioners can buy Christmas gifts
that give hope and support to
impoverished artisans and
farmers around the world.

During the weekend event, the
group, with the help of prior
years’ JustFaith graduates, sold
almost $5,000 of fair trade products. Customers had a wide
variety of items to choose from,
such as jewelry, home décor,
Christmas decorations, scarves,
purses, tableware, coffee, chocolate, teas, and other food items.
The products were ordered from
Work of Human Hands, a joint
partnership between Catholic
Relief Services and SERRV
International, a nonprofit
Megan Hast and Kristine Kansa assist customers at the Fair Trade sale.

Continued from page 1

(the claim of nationalism or
racism) but to a great, unconditional love that takes in the
concerns of all. We are a borderless people. We are a people who will seek to transcend
boundaries that pretend to de-

fine who is valuable and who is
not. We know all are precious
in God’s sight.
The Holy Spirit invites us all
to gather and be as one and to
share in a faith in which all
are fed. This is a sign of God’s
dream and God’s grace. All are

brothers and sisters. We are
all one. We are all each other’s
keeper. We are all important
in the sight of God. And there
is no political ideology that can
repudiate what God has done
and intends to do.
Blessings on the journey!

Week 18 Participant Handout A
Meditation
Reader One:

In my prayer,
make me a baby girl
who when born is considered to be a burden or curse on the family –
that I may know what it is to feel unwanted.

Reader Two:

In my prayer,
make me a girl whose brothers are the only ones sent to school –
that I may understand:
before our creator we are equal; still one is deprived.

Reader Three: In my prayer,
make me a young girl who is not married –
that I may know the fear
of how property will hinder my choice for marriage.
Reader Four: In my prayer,
make me a young girl married in a family exchange –
that I may experience how miserable it is
to marry a person of double or triple my age.
Reader Five:

In my prayer,
make me a widow who has no source of earning –
that I may understand:
without any source of income, how can I bring sweets for my children?

Reader Six:

In my fast, make me an empty bowl –
that you may fill the hollow space in me with love.

Reader Seven: In my almsgiving, make me a grain of rice –
that in the company of others, my gifts may feed a starving world.
Reader Eight: O our Lord, give me strength –
that I can share the sadness of my fellow human beings
and bring a light of hope for them.
All:

Amen.
(“In My Prayer” by Attique Swati, Pakistan: From Prayer Without Borders, page 32.
Used with permission for JustFaith only.)
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Note to Participants Week
Nineteen
Reading Assignment for
Week Nineteen

Half the Sky, pages 93130, 167-183; Cloud of
Witnesses, “Dom Helder
Camara,” pages 207-215;
and “Note to Participants
for Week Nineteen”
Before beginning your
reading, meditate briefly
on the word of God
from the Prophet Isaiah:
“Sing for joy all, O heavens, and exult, all earth;
break forth, O mountains
into singing! For the Lord
has comforted his people, and will have compassion on his suffering
ones. (Isaiah 49:13)
Focus Question for
Your Reading

As you read this week
about women’s maternal
health and the impact that
education can have on a
community, how does this
resonate with your own or
your family’s experience?
Do you know stories of
women in your family
whose lives were transformed, either through
maternal healthcare or
through education?

Transcending Boundaries
Perhaps one of the
most challenging
ideas that will be encountered during the
next five to seven
weeks will be the implication of the United
States and other powerful countries in the
economic, political
and environmental
crises of many poor
countries. Indeed,
throughout history
richer countries, even
our own, have taken
advantage of smaller,
less powerful countries. The historical
record states clearly
that governments,
like people, are not
perfect, not always
good, and sometimes
even very wrong.
But governments seldom admit wrongdoing until long after
the fact. And while
the historical record
documents this fact
unambiguously, it is
still difficult for many
of us to define citizenship in a way that allows for scrutiny, critique and even a kind
of holy skepticism

We are all tempted to
ask other competing
questions (which ultimately do have to be
recognized and navigated) like “What does
it mean to be faithful to
my family, my country,
my neighbors, my
political opinions, etc.?”

toward government that
recognizes the dangers of
power. To question authority—even when it is
clearly appropriate—
potentially puts us at
odds with our neighbors,
our church members,
even our family; there
can be much risk in it.
You will find this poignantly articulated in the
testimony from Dom
Helder Camara in Cloud
of Witnesses.
So, as the discussion of
the global economy or
first world/third world
relationships are discussed, the questions
that must always be
asked first are, “What
does it mean to be faithful to Christ?” and “How
do I love my neighbors?”

Nevertheless, in the
conversations on the
tricky subject of allegiance, you are encouraged to focus on the
question of ultimate
authority—Who/What
is the God of our lives?
Who/What gets first
and primary consideration in my choice of loyalties? Who/What are
we ultimately responsible to? And who is my
neighbor and what does
that ask of me?
The implication is that
there is a more pressing claim on Christians
than our allegiance to a
particular flag or any
other symbol of our division as God’s people.
What we are called to is
not a love of some and a
disdain for others
Continued on page 2
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JustFaith Graduates Focus on Fair Trade
When the ten members of the
St. Charles Borromeo
(Livermore, CA) 2009-10 JustFaith program began the
process of discerning where to
focus their social justice efforts,
fair trade quickly rose to the top
of their list. Their goal was to
hold a fair trade sale at some
point in the upcoming 12
months. The opportunity to
achieve that goal appeared
sooner than expected, when they
agreed to participate in the
parish’s annual festival in
September 2010.

organization that seeks to
eradicate poverty by providing
opportunity and support to
artisans and farmers.
The event reached beyond the
parish to the greater Livermore community as a result of
advance publicity. A lengthy
article in the local newspaper
about the festival focused
primarily on the fair trade
market and the JustFaith program. Throughout the two-day
sale, JustFaith graduates not
only handled sales, but also
fielded numerous questions

from customers about fair
trade and JustFaith.
While the average amount
spent per customer in most
Work of Human Hands sales is
about $15, the St. Charles
sales averaged $32 per customer. The event was such a
resounding success that the
JustFaith group plans another
sale in December so parishioners can buy Christmas gifts
that give hope and support to
impoverished artisans and
farmers around the world.

During the weekend event, the
group, with the help of prior
years’ JustFaith graduates, sold
almost $5,000 of fair trade products. Customers had a wide
variety of items to choose from,
such as jewelry, home décor,
Christmas decorations, scarves,
purses, tableware, coffee, chocolate, teas, and other food items.
The products were ordered from
Work of Human Hands, a joint
partnership between Catholic
Relief Services and SERRV
International, a nonprofit
Megan Hast and Kristine Kansa assist customers at the Fair Trade sale.

Continued from page 1

(the claim of nationalism or
racism) but to a great, unconditional love that takes in the
concerns of all. We are a borderless people. We are a people who will seek to transcend
boundaries that pretend to de-

fine who is valuable and who is
not. We know all are precious
in God’s sight.
The Holy Spirit invites us all
to gather and be as one and to
share in a faith in which all
are fed. This is a sign of God’s
dream and God’s grace. All are

brothers and sisters. We are
all one. We are all each other’s
keeper. We are all important
in the sight of God. And there
is no political ideology that can
repudiate what God has done
and intends to do.
Blessings on the journey!

Note to Participants
for Week Twenty
Reading Assignment
for Week Twenty

Half the Sky, pages 185254 and “Note to
Participants for Week
Twenty”
Before beginning your reading, reflect on the word of
God from Paul’s letter to
the Romans12:2: “Do not
be conformed to this world,
but be transformed by the
renewing of your minds, so
that you might discern what
is the will of God—what is
good and acceptable and
perfect.”
Focus Question for
Your Reading
What hope do you find as
you read through Half the
Sky? How do you envision
yourself living into that
hope?

Growing in Faith
“I will come to you. .
. You will realize
that I am in my
Father and you are
in me and I in you.
The Advocate, the
Holy Spirit that the
Father will send in
my name, will teach
you everything and
The food crisis that grew out of the
remind you of all
global economic downturn forced many
that I told you.
people in Ethiopia to seek emergency
Peace I leave with
food supplies from international aid
you; my peace I give groups. Photo: U.S. Agency for International
to you. Not as the
world gives do I give
gnawing desire for
to you. Do not let your
change and action right
hearts be troubled or
now? These are valid
afraid.”
and important questions, which will be disIt is possible that many
cussed and considered in
of you are becoming
the weeks ahead.
painfully and newly
aware of how seriously
broken this world is. It
Our culture emphasizes
is also possible that
activity and productivmany are anxious to
ity, which are valuable.
move on from being
On the other hand, we
onlookers to becoming
have a difficult time
contributors to a better,
accepting the reality of
more compassionate and grace, that justice and
livable society. Indeed,
conversion happen to us,
many groups may be
not because of our efforts
wrestling with these apbut because of our openpropriate and heartfelt
ness and receptivity to
questions: So what are
God’s love. In order for
we going to do? Where
us to help to change the
and how do we begin to
world, we need to be
become involved? What
changed by God from the
do we do with that
inside out.

We have been repeatedly reminded that
when we become aware
of the seriousness of the
situation of the world,
we have to find dramatically different
ways to live out our
lives. In the Gospels,
Christ invites us to a
life of following, of lifelong conversion of heart
-mind-soul.
So where does conversion begin? When and
how does it lead us into
compassionate engagement with God’s
blessed and
broken world?
According to classical
Christian spirituality,
the first stage of growth
is purgative – the stage
of letting go. We have
to let go of something in
order to grow into
something else. And
the Gospels teach us
that we have to lose our
former lives in order to
find our true selves.
So, what’s a JustFaithful
person to do right now?
Continued on page 2
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Denominational Resources
Networking Through Our Churches
By this point many of us are
beginning to look around for a
way to respond that will make
a substantial difference in the
lives of the poor. Our denominations are already actively responding in compelling ways.
The following list includes some
possible connections to begin
your search for tangible ways to
address many of the injustices
that you are reading about.
This list is not comprehensive;
there are many more possibilities. If your denomination’s outreach programs are not listed
here, do some research for your
group on what connections are
available.
United Methodist Church:
www.umc.org., or you can
go to Global Ministries of
the United Methodist

Continued from page 1

As we become acutely aware of
the depth of injustice around
us we are naturally drawn to
try to resolve or respond to
something beyond ourselves, to
move out of the “in-between”
stage of looking and learning,
and into some form of direct
action. However, perhaps the
most faithful response for now
is to linger a while longer in
this in-between place of letting
go and to invite God’s Spirit to
transform us, even as we
consider and discuss what action steps are necessary.

Church: gbgm-umc.org See
especially UMCOR, United
Methodist Committee on
Relief, and The Advance:
Advancing Hope in Christ’s
Name.
Presbyterian Church USA:
www.pcusa.org. Scroll to
the bottom and see the
links under “General Assembly Mission Council.”
See, in particular,
“Compassion, Peace and
Justice” and “World Mission.”
The Episcopal Church:
www.episcopalchurch.org/
advocacy.htm. Click on the
link “Action.” There you
can browse a number of different ministries.
The Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America:

Now is the time to open our
lives and hearts to God and
pray for new ways to integrate
compassion into our everyday
lives. Now is the time to
express our frustrations in
honest prayer. Now is the time
to deepen the dialogue with
JustFaith companions and
share our questions with
family, friends and faith community.
In pondering all these things,
allow the realities, the stories
and the people to really move
our hearts. Wrestle with the
question – “What needs to be

www.elca.org. Click on
“Our Faith in Action.” You
may want to click on
“Justice” as well as searching the website with the
words “ELCA World Hunger.”
Christian Reformed Church
of America: crcna.org. Click
on “Our Ministries,” then
“World Relief (CRWRC),”
then to one of several links
for Hunger Response, Disaster Relief, or other current mission efforts.
United Church of Christ:
ucc.org. Click on “Change
the World,” then check out
the 11 categories on the
left. You can also join the
Justice and Peace Action
Network.

done unto me/us so I/we can be
changed by God’s compassion?”
Finally, we can trust that
God’s plan will be made clear
to those who wait with patient,
joyful hope for what we cannot
yet even begin to imagine.
Blessings on your journey!

